Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The oncologic effectiveness of kidney-sparing treatment for upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC) can only be warranted in selected patients \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Risk stratification of UTUC has, therefore, become an essential step in the diagnostic pathway \[[@CR3]\]. Endoscopic laser ablation is the treatment of choice in low-risk UTUC, while radical surgical resection is indicated in high-risk cases \[[@CR2]\].

The histopathologic tumor grade is a key factor in the risk stratification of UTUC. Consequently, the need for tumor grade identification has augmented the importance of ureteroscopic biopsies. Real-time intraoperative risk stratification by histopathologic assessment is, however, lacking in the current diagnostic workup. Additionally, in 10--40% of ureteroscopic biopsies, the histopathologic grade is discordant with the tumor grade from surgical resection specimens \[[@CR4]--[@CR8]\]. Moreover, the non-diagnostic yield of ureteroscopic biopsies for UTUC grading ranges from 10 to 20% \[[@CR4]--[@CR6], [@CR8]\].

Confocal laser endomicroscopy (CLE) is a fluorescence-based fiber-optic imaging technique that has been investigated for real-time differentiation of urothelial carcinoma (UC). These investigations have resulted in the proposal of CLE criteria for UC grading in the bladder and the upper tract \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\]. Despite promising feasibility studies in the upper tract, the proposed CLE criteria have only been validated for urothelial carcinoma of the bladder (UCB) \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. With regard to the similarity in histology of UCB and UTUC, identical CLE criteria are anticipated \[[@CR15]\]. However, CLE imaging in the upper urinary tract requires the use of a smaller CLE probe than for cystoscopic imaging. We hypothesize that the smaller field of view, the larger depth of the confocal plane and the reduced optical resolution of the smaller ureteroscopic CLE probe influence the visual appearance of UTUC and hence the prevalence of the proposed CLE criteria \[[@CR14], [@CR16]\]. As a result, validation of the proposed CLE criteria for UTUC is required.

The first objective of this study is to identify the prevalence of the proposed CLE criteria for UCB in papillary UTUC. Secondly, the diagnostic accuracy of CLE for UTUC grading, including inter-rater agreement analysis, is evaluated. Thirdly, based on the CLE criteria with the highest diagnostic potential, we aim to propose a scoring system for a more quantifiable approach for CLE-based grading of UTUC.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Study design {#Sec3}
------------

The study design was in line with the IDEAL stage 2b recommendations and approved by the institutional review board \[[@CR17]\]. The study was registered at the Dutch Central Committee on Research involving Human Subjects (NL52989.018.16) and at Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT03013920). This prospective clinical trial was carried out as previously described and conducted according to the guidelines of good clinical practice \[[@CR18]\].

Patients {#Sec4}
--------

Adult patients, planned for diagnostic ureteroscopy (URS) due to the suspicion of UTUC or for follow-up after kidney-sparing treatment in the Amsterdam University Medical Centers, location AMC, were eligible for this study. Exclusion criteria were fluorescein allergy and pregnancy. Written informed consent was obtained from all the participants.

After inclusion, patients could be disqualified for the study due to the absence of visible lesions during URS. Furthermore, tumors could be disqualified from the study due to local recurrence at the same location as imaged during prior study participation.

Study procedure {#Sec5}
---------------

The study procedure was conducted as previously reported \[[@CR18]\]. In short, if a suspect upper tract lesion was visualized during URS, CLE imaging of this lesion was performed. In case of multifocality, the best accessible lesion was imaged. The 2.7 Fr Uroflex-B probe, interfaced with the 488-nm laser system, was used for CLE imaging. This multifiber-based probe yields a field of view of 320 µm, a lateral resolution of 3.5 µm in a confocal plane from 40- to 70-µm imaging depth.

CLE imaging was performed by experienced endourologists who had previously used CLE for UCB imaging \[[@CR14]\]. Via the ureteroscope's working channel, 0.5 mL of 2.5% fluorescein solution was injected onto the region of interest for CLE imaging. The Uroflex-B CLE probe was then introduced via the working channel of the semirigid or flexible ureteroscope and was placed in direct contact with the tissue of interest \[[@CR19]\]. At least two CLE recordings of 1 min (8--12 frames/s) were obtained per lesion. Subsequently, a ureteroscopic biopsy was taken from the imaged lesion. Histopathologic workup and analysis were performed according to standard clinical protocol by a uropathologist (CDS), blinded for CLE images. UTUCs were graded according to the WHO 2004 classification \[[@CR15]\]. The histopathologic grade from the tissue biopsies was used as the reference test.

CLE image assessment {#Sec6}
--------------------

The presence of the proposed CLE criteria (papillary configuration, organization of cells, cohesiveness of cells, cellular morphology, definition of cell borders, vasculature and polarity) was assessed by two experienced CLE raters (JEF and CDS). Both raters were trained with a CLE training module and the assessment of CLE recordings of UCB \[[@CR10], [@CR18]\]. After a washout time of at least 3 months after obtaining CLE recordings, both raters, blinded to any clinical information and histopathology, evaluated the CLE recordings individually offline with the Cellvizio^®^ Viewer software (Mauna Kea Technologies, Paris, France). Based on the UCB CLE criteria, the observers graded the recordings as low-grade or high-grade UTUC. In case of insufficient image quality, the CLE recording was considered as non-diagnostic.

After individual assessment, consensus for the CLE criteria and the CLE-based grading was reached for each lesion. The analysis of the prevalence of CLE features and the comparison of the CLE-based grading with the histopathology of the biopsied tissue were performed with the results of the consensus.

Sample size and statistical analysis {#Sec7}
------------------------------------

The sample size was based on the IDEAL recommendations for explorative studies and is in line with previously published CLE studies on UCB \[[@CR11], [@CR14], [@CR17]\]. Flat lesions were excluded for the final analysis.

For the first objective, descriptive statistics were used to analyze the prevalence of CLE features for UTUC grade.

For the second objective, the diagnostic accuracy was assessed by estimating the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of each individual CLE criterion and overall CLE-based grading. These estimations were calculated in comparison with the histopathologic grade by 2 × 2 tables for the cohort with and without the non-diagnostic CLE yield. The non-diagnostic yield was defined as the proportion of lesions with non-diagnostic CLE recordings. The inter-rater agreement for the CLE criteria and CLE-based grading was determined as percentage agreement between the two raters. A threshold of minimally 80% agreement was considered as acceptable agreement \[[@CR20]\].

Third, the CLE criteria with the highest prevalence, PPV and NPV and with both sensitivity and specificity of greater than 50% were selected for the proposal of a scoring system for UTUC grading. Besides different combinations of CLE criteria, different allocations of points for the presence of high-grade CLE features were evaluated for the scoring systems. High-grade features could score either two or three points while low-grade features scored 1 point and undefined features were allocated 0 points. The diagnostic ability of the different scoring systems was evaluated by receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis with area under the curve (AUC) testing against the null hypothesis (AUC = 0.5). Additionally, DeLong testing was performed for pairwise comparison of the AUC of the different scoring systems. Validation of the proposed scoring systems could not be performed due to the limited amount of data.

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics version 24 and MedCalc V18.6.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Patient and tumor characteristics {#Sec9}
---------------------------------

From August 2016 until March 2018, a total of 150 procedures in 73 individual patients were included. CLE imaging was performed in 68 procedures, in which upper urinary tract lesions were visualized. The CLE recordings of 53 papillary UTUCs from 51 procedures in 36 patients were included in the final analysis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Patient and tumor characteristics are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 1Flow diagram of inclusion for final analysis (*URS* ureteroscopy, *UTUC* upper tract urothelial carcinoma)Table 1Patient and tumor characteristicsA. Patient characteristics*n* = 36Age in years, mean (sd)70 (11)Gender, *n* (%) Female11 (31) Male25 (69)Prior UTUC, *n* (%)18 (50)B. Tumor characteristics*n* = 53Laterality of disease, *n* (%) Left27 (51) Right26 (49)Tumor location, *n* (%) Ureter23 (43) Pyelocalyceal system30 (57)Tumor diameter in mm, median (range)8 (2--100)Tumor grade (WHO 2004), *n* (%) Low-grade34 (64) High-grade19 (36)*sd* standard deviation, *UTUC* upper tract urothelial carcinoma

Prevalence of CLE criteria {#Sec10}
--------------------------

All the previously described CLE criteria were identifiable in varying proportions of low-grade and high-grade UTUCs. The prevalence of the CLE criteria per tumor grade of all 53 papillary UTUCs are presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The most prevalent CLE features between low-grade and high-grade UTUCs were: organization versus disorganization of the cellular architecture; monomorphism versus pleomorphism of cells; and cohesiveness versus discohesion of cells. Representative examples of the identified CLE features are presented in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Prevalence of confocal laser endomicroscopy features in low-grade and high-grade upper tract urothelial carcinomasFig. 3In vivo confocal laser endomicroscopy images of low-grade (**a**--**d**) and high-grade (**e**--**h**) upper urinary tract urothelial carcinomas: **a**, **b** cohesive, papillary configuration with fibrovascular stalk; **c** fibrovascular stalk with preservation of polarity; **d** cohesive and organized cellular architecture of monomorphic cells with distinct cell borders; **e** fibrovascular stalk and disorganized cellular architecture; **f** discohesive pleomorphic cells; **g**, **h** disorganization of pleomorphic cells

Diagnostic accuracy estimates {#Sec11}
-----------------------------

For the complete cohort, the assessment of all the 7 CLE criteria resulted in a correct grade prediction in 38 of the 53 papillary UTUCs (72%, 95% CI 58--83%). The sensitivity for low-grade UTUC of the complete cohort was 77% (95% CI 59--89%) with a specificity of 63% (95% CI 38--84%). In five low-grade (15%) and five high-grade (26%) tumors, the CLE recordings were rated as non-diagnostic due to insufficient CLE image quality for CLE feature identification. When excluding the non-diagnostic recordings, assessment of all the CLE criteria resulted in a correct grade prediction in 38 of the 43 UTUCs (88%, 95% CI 57--92%) with a sensitivity for low-grade UTUC of 90% (95% CI 73--98%) and a specificity of 86% (95% CI 78--98%). The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of the individual CLE criteria are presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The CLE criteria of cellular organization, cellular morphology and cellular cohesiveness achieved the highest diagnostic accuracy estimates.Table 2Inter-rater percentage agreement for each CLE feature and overall CLE-based grading, and estimations for the sensitivity/specificity and the positive predictive value/negative predictive value with regard to low-grade UTUCCLE criteriaCLE feature variablesCalculations with the total cohort including (*n* = 53)Calculations with the diagnostic cases only (*n*= 43)Inter-rater percentage agreementSensitivity in % \[CI\]Specificity in % \[CI\]PPV in % \[CI\]NPV in % \[CI\]Inter-rater percentage agreementSensitivity in % \[CI\]Specificity in % \[CI\]PPV in % \[CI\]NPV in % \[CI\]Papillary configurationPapillary/not papillary/undefined9191 \[76--98\]21 \[6--46\]67 \[62--73\]57 \[52--78\]9597 \[82--100\]14 \[2--43\]70 \[65--75\]67 \[17--95\]VasculatureFibrovascular stalk/large vessels/undefined8785 \[69--95\]16 \[3--40\]64 \[59--70\]38 \[14--69\]86100 \[88--100\]21 \[5--51\]73 \[67--78\]100 \[33--100\]Cellular organizationOrganized/disorganized/undefined9377 \[59--89\]58 \[34--80\]76 \[65--85\]58 \[40--74\]9390 \[73--98\]79 \[49--95\]90 \[76--96\]79 \[59--92\]Cellular morphologyMonomorphic/pleomorphic/undefined9177 \[59--89\]63 \[38--84\]79 \[67--87\]60 \[43--75\]9190 \[73--98\]86 \[57--98\]93 \[78--98\]80 \[57--92\]Cellular cohesivenessCohesive/discohesive/undefined7076 \[59--89\]74 \[49--91\]84 \[71--92\]64 \[47--77\]7486 \[68--96\]86 \[57--98\]93 \[77--98\]75 \[54--88\]Cellular polarityPolarity/loss of polarity/undefined8350 \[32--68\]21 \[6--46\]64 \[50--77\]19 \[8--37\]7959 \[39--76\]29 \[8--58\]63 \[52--73\]25 \[12--46\]Definition of bordersDistinct/undefined8324 \[11--41\]95 \[74--100\]89 \[52--98\]41 \[36--46\]7928 \[13--47\]93 \[66--100\]89 \[53--98\]38 \[32--45\]CLE-based gradingLow grade/high grade/non-diagnostic9377 \[59--89\]63 \[38--84\]79 \[67--87\]60 \[43--75\]9390 \[73--98\]86 \[57--98\]93 \[78--98\]80 \[57--92\]*CI* confidence interval, *CLE* confocal laser endomicroscopy, *NPV* negative predictive value, *PPV* positive predictive value

Inter-rater agreement {#Sec12}
---------------------

The inter-rater percentage agreement for CLE criteria assessment and CLE-based grading between the two raters are presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The inter-rater percentage agreement was acceptable for all the CLE criteria except for cellular cohesiveness \[[@CR20]\].

Proposal of a CLE-based scoring system for UTUC grading {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------------------

Two scoring systems with an allocation of either 2 or 3 points for high-grade features were proposed for the CLE criteria of cellular organization and cellular morphology (labeled as '2 criteria---2 points' and '2 criteria---3 points'). Two additional scoring systems were proposed by adding cellular cohesiveness to the above-mentioned systems (labeled as '3 criteria---2 points' and '3 criteria---3 points').

The ROCs of each scoring system are presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. DeLong testing resulted in a statistically significant difference for the pairwise comparison of the AUCs of the '3 features---2 points' and the '2 features---2 points' scoring system only (*p* = 0.045). The individual AUC of each scoring system with the optimal cutoff and corresponding sensitivity and specificity are presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The '3 features---3 points' CLE-based scoring system, as illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, yielded the highest diagnostic ability.Fig. 4Receiver operating curves of the different CLE-based scoring systemsTable 3Overview of the diagnostic abilities of the proposed CLE-based scoring systemsCLE-based scoring systemArea under the curve \[CI\]Significance level of the AUCCutoff value for low-grade UTUCSensitivity at the cutoffSpecificity at the cutoff'2 criteria---2 points'0.81 \[0.66--0.91\]\< 0.001≤ 290 \[73--98\]79 \[49--95\]'2 criteria---3 points'0.84 \[0.70--0.94\]\< 0.001≤ 290 \[73--98\]86 \[57--98\]'3 criteria---2 points'0.90 \[0.77--0.97\]0.045≤ 386 \[68--96\]86 \[57--98\]'3 criteria---3 points'0.93 \[0.81--0.99\]\< 0.001≤ 386 \[68--96\]93 \[66--100\]*AUC* area under the curve, *CI* confidence interval, *CLE* confocal laser endomicroscopy, *UTUC* upper tract urothelial carcinomaFig. 5CLE-based scoring system for grading of papillary UTUC

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

With this study, we confirm that the previously reported CLE criteria for UCB are also applicable for ureteroscopic CLE images of papillary UTUC. However, the visual appearance and the prevalence of the CLE criteria differ from UCB. Although preliminary, the assessment of CLE criteria allows for accurate identification of the histopathologic grade in papillary UTUC. The most prevalent CLE criteria with also the highest diagnostic potential for UTUC grading are cellular organization, morphology and cohesiveness of cells.

The difference in visual appearance and prevalence of the CLE criteria in UTUC compared to UCB can be explained by the different optical systems of the ureteroscopic CLE probe. The decreased ability to discriminate between two objects (inferior resolution) and the greater superimposition of cellular structures (larger depth of the confocal plane) results in inferior definition and sharpness of the ureteroscopic CLE images \[[@CR16]\]. Consequently, cell borders were not clearly defined and, therefore, not assessable in the majority of low-grade and high-grade UTUCs. As a result, the diagnostic potential of this criterion for tumor grading, as described by Liem et al. \[[@CR14]\] for UCB, could not be confirmed for UTUC. Similarly, the state of cellular polarity was often undefined in CLE images of UTUC. The papillary configuration and fibrovascular stalks were identifiable in almost all the ureteroscopic CLE recordings. Since these criteria are by definition present in papillary UTUC, they do not aid UTUC grading.

Chang et al. \[[@CR10]\] suggested that tortuous vessels are characteristic for high-grade UC. In our study, the definition of tortuous vessels was deemed subjective and could not be identified accurately in ureteroscopic CLE images.

The inter-rater agreement for the individual CLE criteria was acceptable except for cellular cohesiveness. The inter-rater percentage agreement of this criterion was slightly below the threshold for acceptable agreement. The results for the inter-rater agreement are in line with the literature \[[@CR12], [@CR14]\]. In addition, the estimates of the sensitivity and specificity for CLE-based grading are in line with the results by Breda et al. \[[@CR12]\]. As such, the proposed CLE criteria enable reproducible and accurate assessment of the UTUC grade.

The proposed scoring system based on cellular organization, morphology and cohesiveness with an allocation of 3 points for high-grade features resulted in the highest sensitivity and specificity for UTUC grading. However, the reproducibility of cellular cohesiveness was below the threshold for acceptable agreement, which could limit the diagnostic ability of the scoring system. The scoring system based on only cellular organization and morphology with an allocation of 3 points for high-grade features resulted in a very similar ROC and AUC. Yet, despite a slightly higher sensitivity, the scoring system based on two criteria resulted in a lower specificity than the scoring system based on three criteria. Reducing the number of CLE criteria and quantifying the significance of CLE features for tumor grading can contribute towards simplification and standardization of CLE image assessment. This would enhance the clinical applicability of CLE for intra-operative grading of UTUC. Nevertheless, external validation and comparison of both scoring systems is required in future studies.

In the present study, the non-diagnostic yield of ureteroscopic biopsies (8/70) was within the range of reported rates (10--20%) \[[@CR4]--[@CR6], [@CR8]\]. The non-diagnostic yield of CLE-based grading (10/53), however, was higher than reported in the study by Breda et al. \[[@CR12]\]. This difference could be attributed to the fact that the raters of Breda et al. also had knowledge of the ureteroscopic appearance of the imaged tumors. Another important aspect of CLE image quality is the application of fluorescein. Investigations of the pharmacokinetics of fluorescein with regard to the urothelium may help to optimize the procedural protocol. Furthermore, the durability of the CLE probe might also be a point of concern as the image quality seemed to deteriorate with cumulative probe use. In addition, the anatomical site of the tumor might influence the CLE image quality. Of the ten non-diagnostic CLE recordings, four tumors were located in the lower pole and three in a stenotic ureter. Next, the learning curve of CLE application and interpretation may influence the diagnostic yield. The surgeons and raters of the current study, however, were already familiar with the technique. Familiarization with application and interpretation of CLE was achieved within a small number of cases prior to the present study \[[@CR14], [@CR18]\].

In theory, confocal laser endomicroscopy allows for in vivo assessment of the complete tumor and therewith may avoid undergrading with regard to intra-tumoral heterogeneity or sampling error \[[@CR5], [@CR21], [@CR22]\]. Moreover, CLE-based grading of papillary UTUC in vivo may allow for accurate intra-operative risk stratification and hence facilitation of immediate treatment selection. This implementation could lead to a reduction in the number of subsequent URS, surgery time and health-care costs.

The next step in the development of CLE as a tool for real-time tumor grading requires a powered analysis of its diagnostic accuracy during ureteroscopy, preferably in combination with a validation of the proposed scoring system. Additionally, decision curve analysis may be a valuable tool to evaluate the net benefit of CLE for UTUC diagnosis \[[@CR23]\]. More data on CLE for UTUC grading is also needed for the development of convolutional neural networks for computer-aided image assessment. Due to the low incidence of UTUC, a joint multicenter approach is required to achieve powered studies for such analyses within a reasonable timeframe.

Limitations {#Sec15}
===========

First, the histopathologic findings of co-localized ureteroscopic biopsies were used as the reference standard for comparison. The histopathologic grade of ureteroscopic biopsies may not be accurate in comparison to the histopathology of surgical resections due to possible grade heterogeneity, sampling error or subjectivity of the histopathologic assessment \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR21], [@CR22]\]. On the other hand, biopsies allow for superior macroscopic co-localization of the histopathologic assessed tissue and the imaged region with the index test than resection specimens. Yet more importantly, relying on the histopathologic grade of ureteroscopic biopsies did not allow for a direct comparison of the diagnostic yield and accuracy between CLE imaging and biopsies. Studies of comparative accuracy are required to identify the potential role of CLE for the current diagnostic pathway \[[@CR24]\].

The proposed scoring system was based on univariate analysis. The accuracy of the scoring system could be improved with multivariate statistics and an increased sample size \[[@CR25]\]. Moreover, the proposed scoring system requires validation.

Next, the histopathologic assessment of biopsies was performed by a single uropathologist. While this single-rater approach avoided inter-rater variability, the most accurate histopathologic grading would result from an expert panel consensus \[[@CR26]\].

Besides grading of UC, CLE may also be used as a diagnostic tool for the identification of carcinoma in situ amongst flat lesions \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. This was, however, not addressed in the current study because the assessment of flat lesions should be regarded as a separate diagnostic algorithm with a different clinical implication than grading of papillary UTUC. The potential of CLE for flat lesions remains to be investigated.

A technical limitation of CLE is the requirement of a fluorescent contrast agent. Besides adding an extra preparation step, the ureteroscopic vision after fluorescence application may be hampered. The vision can be improved by flushing saline through the ureteroscope, but is time consuming and should be minimalized to avoid high intra-renal pressures.

Conclusion {#Sec16}
==========

CLE allows for accurate grading of papillary UTUC with the previously described CLE criteria for urothelial carcinoma. The most prevalent and discriminating CLE criteria in papillary UTUC are cellular organization, morphology and cohesiveness. The proposed scoring system based on these criteria for UTUC grading may allow for a more quantifiable and simplified approach at a similar diagnostic accuracy. External validation of the proposed scoring system is required.
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